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ZEPHYR
RTOS for resource-constrained devices, >200 boards

 to manage builds
 as meta-tool for builds and other actions

CMake
west

https://zephyrproject.org

https://cmake.org/
https://docs.zephyrproject.org/latest/guides/west/index.html
https://zephyrproject.org/


GOAL
Create a Zephyr bill-of-materials at build time

Express metadata about:

file hashes
licenses
relationships

for sources as well as build artifacts



OBJECTIVES
make it fully automated

don't leverage external knowledge sources

don't rewrite existing build systems
(also don't know much about them)

make it Zephyr-agnostic



PROOF OF CONCEPT
cmake-spdx

github.com/swinslow/cmake-spdx/

https://https//github.com/spdx/spdx-spec/


SPDX
An open standard for communicating so�ware bill of

material information, including:

components
licenses
copyrights
security references

https://spdx.dev

https://spdx.dev/


CMAKE FILE-BASED API
1. Create query directory
2. Add zero-byte query file
3. Run CMake
4. CMake outputs build metadata

https://cmake.org/cmake/help/latest/manual/cmake-
file-api.7.html

https://cmake.org/cmake/help/latest/manual/cmake-file-api.7.html


CMAKE-SPDX PROCESS (1/2)
1. Enable CMake file-based API
2. Run CMake
3. Run Zephyr build
4. Walk through sources and create SPDX document

collect file hashes
look for SPDX-License-Identifier



CMAKE-SPDX PROCESS (2/2)
5. Walk through build artifacts and create SPDX

document
6. Parse CMake JSON responses

codemodel
projects, targets, directories

7. Add relationships to SPDX build document
GENERATED_FROM

STATIC_LINK



SPDX DOCUMENT: SOURCES



SPDX DOCUMENT: BUILD ARTIFACTS



SPDX DOCUMENT: RELATIONSHIPS



INTERESTING FINDINGS (1/2)
CMake API data on build artifacts is incomplete
Found some invalid license IDs in Zephyr code
Graphviz output to visualize CMake target
relationships



INTERESTING FINDINGS (2/2)



NEXT STEPS
Contributing to Zephyr, under review:

/ : 

Auto-conclude binary licenses from source IDs

Cleanup handling directories, license IDs

zephyrproject-rtos zephyr #31065

next-steps.md

https://github.com/zephyrproject-rtos
https://github.com/zephyrproject-rtos/zephyr
https://github.com/zephyrproject-rtos/zephyr/pull/31065
https://github.com/swinslow/cmake-spdx/blob/master/docs/next-steps.md


TAKEAWAYS
So�ware bills of materials can be created:

automatically
at build time
without rewriting build systems (sometimes)
without external knowledge sources
in a standardized SBOM format

Start small, improve over time



RESOURCES
cmake-spdx:

SPDX:

example CMake file-based API replies
running cmake-spdx
cmake-spdx internals

specification dev repo
past specifications
short-form license IDs

https://github.com/swinslow/cmake-spdx/tree/master/example/api-example-reply/api/v1/reply
https://github.com/swinslow/cmake-spdx/blob/master/docs/process.md
https://github.com/swinslow/cmake-spdx/blob/master/docs/internals.md
https://github.com/spdx/spdx-spec/
https://spdx.dev/specifications/
https://spdx.dev/ids
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